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UPDATE
• Unfortunately Greg Roff has had to step down as co-lead for personal
reasons – thanks very much for all his hard work on the project
• Om Tripathi left Reading to return to California but remains involved in
the project
• Concluding phase 1 of the project there were three papers from this
initial work:
Tripathi et al. (2016) Examining the predictability of the Stratospheric Sudden Warming of January 2013
using multiple NWP systems. Mon. Wea. Rev.
Tripathi et al. (2015) Review: the predictability of the extra-tropical stratosphere on monthly timescales
and its impact on the skill of tropospheric forecasts. QJRMS
Tripathi et al. (2015) Enhanced long-range forecast skill in boreal winter following stratospheric strong
vortex conditions. Env. Res. Lett.

• The second of these papers (the Review) has been well cited (top 1%)
• I spoke at the DynVar and QBOi meetings discussing SNAP and future
plans
• We published a SPARC newsletter article on our future plans
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NEW CO-CHAIR
We would like to propose that Amy Butler be appointed the new co-chair
of the SNAP project
•Amy has extensive experience of both stratospheric dynamics and of
predictability and operational forecast models
•She would bring both this experience and extensive contacts within this
area
•She has an excellent track record of leading and promoting successful
international initiatives (e.g. SSW definition)
More details on Amy can be found on her website:
http://amyhawesbutler.blogspot.co.uk
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REFRESHING STEERING GROUP
• We haven’t refreshed the steering group membership since beginning
the activity
• Many of the members have strong links to operational centres but often
on medium-range timescales.
• I’ve e-mailed steering group members to ask if any would like to step
down (no response)
• May be a good time to ask for more firm commitment – also the
opportunity to add others to the group
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REVAMPED WEBSITE
• We have recently revamped our website so that it more clearly reflects
the current plans of the project
• You can see the new site here:
http://www.sparcsnap.org
• An additional aim of this revamp is to be able to include a more useful
set of real-time and hindcast diagnostics for the community (examples
next slide)
• The website will include real-time diagnostics of the annular modes and
SSW likelihood
• There will be links to a (dropbox) archive or processed data used to
create the plots (annular mode indices, jet strength diagnostics)
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Real-Time – Jet & SSW
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Real Time – Annular Mode
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Real Time – Annular Mode
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BOOK CHAPTER
• SNAP has been asked to produce a chapter for a forthcoming book
(2017) on sub-seasonal prediction (editors: Andrew Robertson and
Frederic Vitart)
Outline
Stratosphere-troposphere coupling
• Brief review of the literature on stratosphere-troposphere coupling
• Where and when is stratosphere-troposphere coupling important?
New understanding of stratosphere-troposphere coupling developed from S2S data
• Extra-tropical process (SSWs and strong vortex events)
• Tropical process (QBO links to the MJO)
• Links between the tropics and extra-tropics (MJO and ENSO connections to the polar vortex and
the North Atlantic)
Outlook
• What determines how well a model represents stratosphere-troposphere coupling?
• How can we use sub-seasonal prediction data in new ways to study stratospheric dynamics and
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stratosphere-troposphere coupling?

BOOK CHAPTER - TEAM
• Currently we have the following team for writing the chapter (others
welcome – let me know)
1. Andrew Charlton-Perez
2. Amy Butler
3. Daniela Domeisen
4. Chaim Garfinkel
5. Alexey Karpechko
6. Peter Hitchcock
7. Michael Sigmond
8. Isla Simpson
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WORKSHOP ON QBO DISRUPTION
• In discussion with Scott Osprey and others – the possibility for a joint
SPARC meeting on the recent QBO disruption and its impact on
predictability.
• Main science questions:
1.How well do we understand the dynamics behind the 2015-16
disruption and the likelihood of similar events in the future?
2.What impact did the QBO disruption have on the seasonal evolution of
extra-tropical stratosphere and troposphere?
3.Was the QBO disruption and its longevity predicted by seasonal and
sub-seasonal forecasts
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LOGISTICS - QUESTIONS
• Partners: Joint meeting between QBOi, SNAP and GW Initiative
• Venue and timing: Autumn-Winter 2017, Asia (Japan or UoR Malaysia
campus)
• Attendees: 10-15 attendees – modelling groups already approached
and positive, selected representatives from other groups working on this
• Outcome: Short review on predictions of event and impacts?
• SPARC support: small amounts for meeting organisation and logistics
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